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Editorial  

Ronald K. Hoeflin 
P. O. Box 7430 
New York, NY 10116 
(212) 582-2326 

I have changed the title of this journal again, as you can 
see, this time from Titanic to Insight, which I believe will be 
somewhat more dignified and appropriate. 

One person has qualified for membership and agreed to join 
in the past month: Ron Lee. His name and address are included 
in the accompanying membership list. 

I have dropped Peter Pomfrit from the membership list be-
cause he evidently collaborated with someone on my recent Trial 
Test "A", which implies that he probably collaborated with some-
one on the Mega Test. I will reinstate him as a member only if 
my suspicions prove to be unfounded. 

I am sending this issue to the nine qualified non-members 
as well as the nine members and two subscribers because it con-
tains a questionnaire that you may like to fill out, even if you 
do not consider yourself a member of this group. This question-
naire is being distributed by most of the high-IQ societies, but 
the questionnaire designers are particularly interested in re- ' 
sponses from the most highly gifted people, regardless of whether 
they are members of any high-IQ societies. 

Chris Cole has suggested that we try to hold annual meetings 
for members of the Titan Society. He believes he might be able 
to persuade some of his friends who have been awarded the Nobel 
or MacArthur prize to attend such a meeting, perhaps even to 
join our organization, provided enough members were willing and 
able to participate in annual meetings. Since four of our mem-
bers reside in Southern California, I presume that that would be 
the appropriate place for such a meeting, at least initially. If 
you would be interested, I urge you to write to Chris Cole. 

I will enclose a copy of the June issue of Vidyafi  a journal 
I edit for the Triple Nine Society. The Triple Nine Society is 
open to those who score above the 99.9 percentile. It currently 
has 681 members and 20 non-member subscribers, including 609 
U.S. members, 39 Canadian, and 33 overseas. Annual dues are just 
$15.00. 



Autobiography and Problem Corrections 

Chris Cole 
2240 Park Newport Dr. s314 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

Short Autobiography 

While I hardly remember back beyond last year, I have the 
image of myself as a normal athletic young boy without any 
hint of an intellectual gift. I remember playing with my 
friends, collecting butterflies, going on family vacations. 
I received mixed grades throughout grade school and felt I 
would someday become a scientist or engineer like my father. 
However, this image must be inaccurate, because I arrived at 
high school with what one friend termed an "inimitable 
self-confidence". I must admit to an attitude of superiority 
the origins of which are lost in my memories. Isolated 
incidents also call into doubt my image of myself as a 
"normal" boy: I remember discovering the Pythagorean 
theorem, lecturing about dinosaurs to a sixth grade class 
while I was in first grade, proving a previously "unsolved" 
algebraic identity. At any rate, I graduated from high 
school with perfect grades and test scores, and won most of 
the statewide competitions during my senior year. 

I went on to Harvard, graduating in four years with combined 
Bachelor's and Master's degrees in Physics. I also won the 
University Prize in Philosophy. I then went to Caltech to 
study theoretical physics. After a couple of years. I tired 
of academics, co-founded two companies, and am currently the 
president of one of them. The company specializes in fourth 
generation computer systems (the other company specializes 
in fifth generations systems). I married my college 
sweetheart, and we live a "normal" life working and 
traveling for our vacations. I have very little free time, 
or at least I like to say that. The truth is I am selfish 
with my time. 

My favorite quotations are: "Scientists are so good nowadays 
at discovering truth that it is trivial to condone their 
methods and absurd to criticize them" (Quine); "Philosophy 
is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by 
means of language" (Wittgenstein); "There is no good reason 
to believe in God" (Moore); "The less government we have, 
the better" (Emerson). 

Corrections to Logic Problems from Issue *2 

Correction to "Labeled Boxes": The sign on box A should 
read: "The sign on box B is true and the gold is in box A". 

Correction to "N-Person Fair Division": The word "insure" 
should be replaced with the word "ensure" in two places. 

Please send solutions to the above address and I will _ - 
summarize in a future issue. 



Preliminary Report on Trial Test "A" 

Ronald K. Hoeflin 
P. 0. Box 7430 
New York, BY 10116 

The graph below shows the distribution of scores on Trial 
Test "A" for 35 Triple Nine Participants, counting verbal scores 
one point apiece and non-verbal scores two points apiece. I have 
not counted problems 33 and 35 because I am not confident that I 
know the solutions yet, so the maximum possible score was 44 
rather than 48. I have omitted the scores of two Titan members 
and one Triple Wine member because one Titan and one Triple Nine 
member appear to have collaborated and because another Titan mem-
ber attempted only the verbal problems. The median score was 24 
correct, which probably corresponds to the 99.9 percentile. The 
lowest score was 4 and the highest was 42. 

Raw Score 

0-1 
2-3 
4-5 x 
6-7 
8-9 
10-11 x 
12-13 x x 
14-15 x 
16-17 x x x 
18-19 x x 
20-21 x x x 
22-23 x x x 
24-25 x x x 
26-27 xxxx 
28-29 x x x 
30-31 
32-33 xxxx 
34-35 x x 
36-37 
38-39 
40-41 
42-43 x 
44 

3 



A Note on P = RP 

Professor Joseph O'Rourke 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science 
Johns Hopkins University 
Baltimore, MD 21218 

Re Eric Hart and. P =? NP. You may be interested to know that this 
spring a mathematician named E. R. Swart circulated a manuscript 
claiming to establish that P = NP. It created quite a stir in 
the computer science community, as it is widely suspected that 
P / NP. Everyone around the world started to scrutinize his logic, 
and eventually Robert Solovay, a famous mathematician at Berkeley, 
found some gaps in his proof, and the question remains open. 

Membership List 

The following is list of the ten persons who have qualified 
for and agreed to join the Titan Society: 

Anthony J. Bruni 
P. O. Box 867418 
Plano, TX, 75086 

Chris Cole 
2240 Park Newport Drive, 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

James D. Hajicek 
5894 Spring Valley Road 
Burlington, WI 53105 

Eric Hart 
Box 813 
Miller Pl., NY 11764 

Dean Inada 
55 North St. John Ave. 
Pasadena, CA 91103  

Ron Lee 
1151 Stearns Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Cedric Stratton 
Apt. 314 P. O. Box 60111 

Savannah, GA 31420 

Marilyn vos Savant 
c/o Cameo Enterprises 
12072 Manchester Road, Suite #4 
St. Louis, MO 63131 

Jeff Ward 
3272 Via Bartolo 
San Diego, CA 92111 

(Note: Contrary to what I said in a previous issue, Marilyn in-
forms me that she prefers her name to be alphabetized under "V" 
rather than under "S".) The following two people are non-member 
subscribers: 

Richard May Leonard R. Weisberg 
463 Beacon Street 1225 LaSalle Ave., #1407 
Boston, MA 02115 Minneapolis, MN 55403 



G M IN 'I' IS 0 The Soapbox Survey (approx. time one hour) 

un- 
usual — and enjoyable — you've ever 
HS SURVEY is probably the most un- 

seen. It covers not just a few overworked 
political issues, but a whole range of topics, 
from ethics to entertainment, from persoriali-
ty to predict ions of the future! Your answers 
here will not only provide vital information 
for an international research project, but 
should really stimulate your thinking. 

Ibu remain anonymous, but your opin-
ions will help provide a valuable picture of 

the attitudes and perceptions that build our 
society. Mien the results have been com-
piled, we'll publish a report here — and we 
think that many of those results will be quite 
surprising! So relax, remember that no one 
is "judging" you, and enjoy taking this unique 
survey! 

Try to answer all items, using some 
"very strong" responses, and without over-
using the "U." If in doubt about a word or 
concept, take the most usual or normal 

meaning. fuNwer each item in the brackets 
provided, according to the following (WY 
-NNN) scale, unless instructed otherwise. 

SCALE 
N-YY — VOA strong Yes" 

— Fairly s ro lig "Yes" 
✓ — Mi;“ • Yes - 
U — don't know 
N — I'd "No- 
NN — lardy strong "No" 
NNN — Vcry strong "No" 

DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE FOLLOWING? 

ESP 
I late 

luck 

atheism 

I J after-life I I creationism I 
[ j media bias I I Christianity 1 

] humanism 1 I the occult I I reincarnation 1 
I evolution [ I agnosticism I 3 flying saucers [ 

Papal infallibility 
astrology "horoscopes 

) Bible as moral guide 
) Bible as literal truth 

DO YOU APPROVE OFTHE FOLLOWING? Jerry Falwell 
contraception [ 

mercy killing 
; nuclear power [ 
) Richard Nixon [ 
; s:hool prayer 
; Supreme Cour: [ 
j  TtddyKennedy [ 

1I premarital sex [ 

I militarydral t 

justicesystem 
) violent movies 
3 violent sports 

I J U.N. I I medicare [ 3 free trade [ I tax evasion 
[ I ERA I ) The Pope [ I mass media ( I Tip O'Neill 
I j love I I apartheid I 3 meditation I . I right to die 
i I unions I ] communism I ) militarism f I limmyCaner 
I ; mystics f 3 Democrats I 3 patriotism I j John Kennedy 
I I smoking I I Gorbachev I I income tax I 3 prostitution 
I I tariffs I I legal aid [ ) creationism 1 j mixed economy 
I 3 welfare I I socialism [ I gun control I [ homosexuality 
I ) abortion I ] terrorism I ] immigration I ) intellechals 
I I atheists I I tradition I ) nationalism 1 ] Ronald Reagan 
I I feminism [ I capitalism I I Pornography I I animal rights 
I 3 fidelity [ ) censorship [ 3 Republicans [ 3 deathpenalty 

[ 3 genetic engineering I I wage andpricecontrols 
I I legalized soft drugs I I Christian Fundamentalism 
I 3 traditional sex mles I J military industrial complex 

J planned economy 
high techn,ogy 

j  property rights 
I nuclear weapons 
3 alcoholic c rinks 

extramarit.• I sex 
Vim. F. Buck)... 

government 
j rvl 
3 Margaret Datcher 

affirmative action 
; legalized wuniiling 
f organized religion 

; SDI (Star VVars) j tree market •• nomy 
sanctions against S. othAlrica 
tough environmental regulation 

3 unilateral nuclear disarmament 

DO 111E FOLLOWING WORDS DESCRIBE YOU? 

[ I shy [ I smoker [ 3 athletic 
[ I neat [ I passive I I inhibited 
I 3 funny I 3 drinker [ ) intuitive 
[ I happy I I puritan I 3 inventive 
I 3 lonely I I radical 3 I assertive 
[ I mystic I I Democrat I I contented 
I I shrewd I I pacifist 3 political 

I I practical [ I industrious i 3 absent-minded 
[ ) religious I 3 intelligent [ I casual dresser 
I ) Republican I 3 imaginative [ 3 procrastinator 
I I suspicious 1 I enterprising I I ref-confident 
I I analytical [ I enthusiastic I 3 underachiever 
I I .onformist I 3 intellectual i 3 curious Immo 
[ I homosexual ( 3 indi% idualist 3 socially dominant 
I 3 vegetarian I I single-minded I j recreational drug user 
I I guilt-prone I 3 sophisticated 

In the following five items use"U" for neutral or undecided: 
I Extrovert vs. introvert -= very exti overted. III = very introverted). 
I Left vs. right politically(LLE= far left. MIR = far right). 

1 3 Liberates. conservative religiously 0J.L = very liberal. CCC = very conservative I. 
3 Objective vs. subjective WOO = very cbjec t iv e SSS = vey subjective). 
I Pessimist vs.optimist (PPP = very pesymistic,000 = vet' • optimistic). 



I I 

1. English is 4 01.11 deliberately 
misused by politic tigures. 
2. Somet Imes. e.g. to protect one's 
fan Hy. breaking the law is okay. 
3. 'Ehe death penalty is more for 
revenge than deterrence. 
4. In alxwt ion, tl ie mother's rights 
override those of the fetus ("Y" 
= mildly favoring mother. "N" = 
mildly favoring fetus). 
5. SDI (Star Wars) would make 
the West more secure. 
ti. SDI would start a new arms 
race. 
7. Nuclear wile-r undermines the 
st ratty of nut tar deterrence. 
8. We all have a duty to supvirt 
the actions III it,:r government. 
'I. Religious wiction leads to 
the right decis!. 
10 'piste awl ehtmette are just 
(1 n IV( i It lOt IS, iii,  irrelevant today. 
11. Adt ins with no criminal re-
cord sl mold tree to own hand-
guns. 
12. The aunt' wit ies must be able 
to open letter,  (Jr tap phones to 
fight serious c. me. 
13. Smoking should be banned 
from enclosed public places. 
14. Cmatill:list!, explains our ori-
gins better thi..! “volut ion. 
15. The elecil al system picks 

s I to public office. 
It; Industry sk gild avoid install-
ing -4 ,,lutkm c( Ji a nits that endan- 
ger profits ath. is. 
17. AU ages sh.,.!;ii latchledicare, 
even if taxes (Cl IP taised. 
IS. We shout,  I raise Ow voting 
age. 
19. Alreo loth ii,.41iter is,, ten or-
ist vdo is on `1% 4 it side. 
20. ENtremisto ;a the defense of 
liherty is no vice 
21. A country has the right to 
affect alltitlior c. sun ry's internal 
policies by (.1 , miic pressure. 
22. Ditto, but I.): inilitary threats. 
23. The nun eu rut lias 
given us valual insig!a: not of- 
ten found in °Monied 
si wkly. 

I I ?I. We should',\Ii,','IeIiiiS  

like -dm ii. 

I 1 25. Women should get equal pay 
for work of equal value. 

1 1 26. Employers have the right to 
refuse women responsible jobs. 
as they might quit to raise a 
family. 

I 1 27. The news media should give 
more time to politics and econo-
mics, and less time to crimes, 
disasters and other human inter-
est stories. 

1 28. Some TV network news an-
chors are politically biased. 

I ; 29. Arms control is better for na- 
tional security than more mili-
tary spending. 
30. Supreme Court justices should 
not be nominated by the President. 

1 1 31.1n defending their clients, it is 
all right for trial lawyers to har-
ass child witnesses. 

1 32. Nationwide reporting of exit 
polling during national elections 
harms the democratic process. 

I I 33. Ac id rain needs more research 
before we take legislative action. 

1 34. Scientists who develop mili-
tary technology bear some re-
sponsibility for the destruction 
caused. 

1 31 In cancer research, it is allow-
able to cause pain to animals. 

I 1 36. The majority's decision should 
override the wishes of a minority. 

1 37. If you had been raised in any 
other country or culture, you 
would have given the same an-
swers about right and wrong on 
this survey. 

1 38. Standards of right and wrong 
are universal and never change. 

I 1 39. Industry must have the latest 
technology even if many less-
skilled people lose their jobs. 

I 1 40. The presence of nuclear wea- 
pons is the main reason II iere has 
been no world war for 40 years. 

I 1 41. Violent criminals should be 
kept in prison longer. 

I 1 42. It is all right for organized 
religious to Ire involved in politi-
cal issues. 

I 1 43, W' sin wselves all 
we can in this sinel I We 

44. The greatest threats to this 
country come from abroad. 
45. People should be free to state 
their opinions, no matter how 
extreme. 
16. People should be free to act 
on their opinions, no mat ler how 
extreme. 
47. All laws should be vigorously 
enforced. 
48. Even difficult questions have 
correct answers. 
49. The US. should strive for mili-
tary superiority over the USSR. 
50. Public schools give students 
an adequate education. 
51. Most disputes can be settled 
to the advantage of both sides. 
52. Facts are more reliable than 
hunches, feelings or i^tuition. 
53. If we want pez e, we should 
be prepared for war. 
54. A god created the Universe. 
55. A god acts in human affairs. 
56. On average, human nature is 
basically good ( YYY = very good; 
NNN = very bad; neutral = U). 
57. People differ in various ways, 
but their basic nature is the same. 
58. Individuals are generally in 
control of their own destinies. 
59. The government has no right 
to prohibit any nonviolent activi-
ties between consenting adults. 
60. There should be separate 
classes for fast learners and slow 
learners in schools. 
61. There are civilizations on oth-
er planets. 
62. People who like political pow-
er are the ones who shouldn't 
have it. 
63. Wealthy people should pay 
more tax than they do now. 
64. Children with AIDS should be 
treated just like others in school. 

j 65. Drunken people are responsi- 
ble for their actions. 

j 66. The insanity defense should 
be abolished. 

Do you agree with current U.S. policy on: 

I 'tbe orvironiitrid 1 rare 

1 Sunlit Akira 1 Eilticalino 

I So wial plorrams 1 IM•1440.• 

I Iratle Imills nu' ernotmay 

I 0111.1I Ira "111.1,.11, gLisl 

I Si,,,. I 141100 iellmo• 

DO YOU AGREE ‘VITI1 TIE FOLLOWING? Y1'Y - NNN ) 



WORDS in order of 
frequency of use 
(I = n. ist common, 
9 = lea common) 

brachiate 
] case 

edaphic 
I fallow 
I. feather 
I frond 
] geocarpic 
) noon 
] share 

ITEMS in order of PERSONALMES by 
abundance on earth intellect 
(1 = most numerous (1 = highest, 9 = lowest) 
9 = least numeious) 

I ) books [ ] Woody Allen 
1 ] cars I j Johnny Carson 
l I dentists [ ) Bill Cosby 
' , ] fish [ j Sammy Davis Jr. 
I j handguns I ] Phil Donahue 
[ ] horses I ] Mery Griffin 
I ) people ( ) Carl Sagan 
1 ] telephones [ I Brooke Shields 
I ] trees [ ] Dr. Ruth Westheimer 

CODES to live by PRESIDENTS 
(1 = best, 9 = worst) ( I = best, 9 = worst) 

I Duty above all 1 I Carter 
I Golden Rule I j Eisenhower 
] Humanism I j Ford 
1 New Testament [ 1 LB. Johnson 
I Others before self [ j Kennedy 
] Pleasure first I I Nixon 
] Self-interest I 1 Reagan 
] Ten Commandments 1 ) ED. Roosevelt 
I Will of God I I Truman 

PREDICITONS: 

Do you think the following will happc a h) 
the end of 1987? ( - NNN 

I. The LL.S. will abandim SDI. 
2. Geneva disarmament talks 
will produce some overall reduc-
t in in nuclear weapons. 
3. The USSR will withdraw its forces 
from Afghanistan. 

1 4. The USSR will invade another 
country. 

1 5. The U.S. will invade a Central 
American country. 

1 6. NATO will declare -no first use" 
of nuclear weapons. 

1 7. NAT( I will plan a large increase in 
conventional forces. 
ft Mrs. Thatcher will lose pow er in 
Britain. 

Do you think the following will happen by 
the year 2000? (IVY - NNN) 

] LA nuclear exchange between the 
U.S. and the USSR. 
2. Ditto, but between other countries. 

1 3. An act of terrorism involving MI-

clear weapons. 
1 4. The U.N. will play a more impor-

tant world role. 
] 5. The gap in living standards be-

ween rich and poor countries will 
narrow. 

) 6. The Catholic Church will become 
more flexible on sexual issues. 

Estimate the following prices or index val-
ues for December 31, 1987: 

12-31-85 12-31-87 

Barrel of crude oil $26.30  
Ounce of gold $330  
Consumer Price Index 323.65  
Dow Jones Index 1546.67  
Prime interest rate  

How mam years will it take for the fol-
lowing to u. tlIr 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 
500, 10(10 or now, never? 

Communication ( 2-way with 
iii !nun an it her planet. 

2 . \ c ily to double the normal hu-
man tites)an. 
3 A cure kir most forms of cancer 
4. A manned landing on Mars. 
5. A maimed flight to another solar 
system. 
6 A pei manent Cot lily on Ow mem. 
7. A camputet program defeats a 
werld chess champion. 
8. A robot to do most housework. 
9. Exhaustion of oil supplies. 
10. A program or computer that is 
as "co, melons" as a dog or cat. 
II. A ure for the (011111101I cold. 
12. A cure for AIDS. 
13. Ability to re-grow a lost !imb. 
14. Cloning of a human being. 
IS. Ability to transfer human memo- 
ry to a computer. 
16. A world government. 
17. Climatic change to produce se-
vere world-wide accts. 

RANKINGS Estimate the order of the following: 

SERIOUSNESS of local 
conflicts in 1990's 
(I = most. 8 = least) 

WORLD LEADERS 
1 = best, 8 = worst) 

MORAL AUTHORITIES SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS 
( I = best, 8 = worst) (I = most ills., tan' 

7 = least important 

j the Middle East Arafat Jerry Falwell 1 ] DNA sti mime 
Central America P.W. Ifotha Mahatma Gandhi J maim( d moon landing 
South America Castro ] Billy Graham ) late of gravity 
Eastern Europe Deng Xiao-Ping I Jesse Jackson ] black holes 

) India vs. Pakistan Gorbechev ] Pope John Paul II I theory of relativity 
USSR vs. China Cory Aquino I Ayn Rand ] evolution 

j South Africa Reagan ] Henry D. Thoreau ] computers 
Black Africa Thatcher I Bishop Tutu 



Entertainment 
movies  plays 
dining out  reading 
radio spectator sports 

concerts  
travel 

 

ballet 
TV 

 

  

        

        

Music 
Serious: baroque 
impressionistic  
chamber 
Popular rock 
show music 
easy listening  

classical period 
romantic opera 

choral 
country & western  
lk big band 
now age/electronic  

    

 

jazz  

 

    

    

ACTINTTlES OR PREFERENCES ( YYY NNN Scale) 

Li 'era? 
Fiction: romance 

-- 
_ detective  spy  

bestsellers  science fiction  classics  
Nestern  poetry 
Nonfiction: newspapers  magazines  
biography history science/technical 
how-to  reference 
How many books do you own? IA] 0 to 5 [1316 to 20 [C] 21 to 100 
11)] 101 to 500 (E) 501 to 2,000 19 over 2.000  
At what age did you learn to read?  

FACTUAL SECTION 

Sex  Marital status  Number of children  
Year of birth  Birth order (e.g. 3rd of 5)  of 
Parents -gr.% a• your birth: father mother 
Ht. ft. _ in. At. 9‘s.  Rigbt left handed R 

Elementar) Secondr•ry__ College/Univ.  
Coil (leg • ressioi• • designations  

Socioeconomic class: 5=upper 3=m1dd1e 1=lower  
How many people live in yr kir home?  State (e.g. NY) 
Are you nearsighted? (6=very, 0=not at all) 
Have you ever had asthma? allergies?  migraine?  
Do you usually wear a seat belt when in a car?  
Do you prefer urban or rural living? urban  rural 
Total time you have spent outside the U.S. (months)  
US.-born?  Hrs. sleep you need  

Religion rids,  in   Present religion  

Annual incom," ( $000's _ Occupation 

List garras a-id sports y. El play (e.g. .kling, chess. tennis):  

Ii."1  7 know your score(s) s ton any IQ tests (e.g Stanford-Binet, WA1S. etc.) or aptitude tests (e.g. SAT, GRE, GMAT, LSAT, etc.), give up to three 
sr es. Try to be as an urate as possible in identifying the tests taken and in giving your store(s). 

1 

9 

NAME 
.- NA':: 

TEST NAME 

Any question you'd see added to future surveys?  

tither co:nnit.nts? 

    

    

IPlease check here if you subscribe to this publication How long did you take to complete this survey? (nun.). 

111ANK YOU VERY It dj II l'Oft VOIR -11ME AND EFFORT! WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED TAKING '11 IE SURVEY. 

SEND EORM TO: 111111 i(11AN, 110X 1489, Point Roberts, WA Ski2fil. 

Platill IX) NO I -.I Nil 14 / II IIS PHIL/CATION:I 

It, 

       

SCORE 
SCORE 
SCORE 

 

YEAR 17.1.(EN 
YEAR TAKEN 

 

         

          

        

YEAR TAKEN _ 
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